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‘With Whelmed, the Woman in the shoe (who has too
much to do) and the stoned, ﬁxed priestesses of Apollo,
invoke the order of an alphabet of preﬁxes. Enjoy the
maze – take with you two string balls, one of truth and
one of belief. Her mastery of language makes poetry free.’
– Maxine Gadd
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‘Addictionary of words lopped oﬀ from their preﬁxial
syllables, this lightful pendium mises hours of giggles
and a joyful sire to copy ad ﬁnitum! so much pleasure!
so much verbal legerdemain. so spiring! Can’t stop/
won’t stop reading, jotting, sharing. Constraint at its
most unconstrained.'
– Maria Damon
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What might a word lose – or gain – without its preﬁx?
Each prose poem in Whelmed features a word that
has been unhinged from its preﬁx, allowing new
meanings – radically unfamiliar, yet uncannily intimate
– to emerge from these preﬁxless word deposits. Part
prose-poem sequence and part encyclopedia of unpredictably irregular terms, Whelmed is at times deranging,
almost disturbing, sometimes detached, and always
joyfully rupting.
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abandon
to wild. wild, bodacious, bandit, and branded. a rear deposit, posited.
trade for trade, and weary, and eerily, and -ily. give up colour and ﬂuenced
broadsides. this rag, this peppered snag. grasp the ladder and holes won’t
stream by. bandy-on, clever a-hoy. a-cling, a-stiﬂe, a-stash. carry on, to the
ﬁnal creet coda. sneeze ﬁrst, ask proposals anon
bashed
open wide! newly zinger alters. bad-ass away, and tributed. itials for every
itiation. a-bow, a-bad, a-borrow, a-bumpkin. to serve, tect. ive and lative
following. of to and not without, without. the green wunderkind stole the
sibling dais. ages and ages
damant
not amant, nor positive pathos, nor forementioned. skivvy the hardest,
most genitive iron. tame the undæmon, foreign to Greek. tame in time for
breakfast, sixteen chin-ups for the lunch lady. sit one in. begin in front,
then velope the article. mining ﬁssures. the dame under the hat suited up.
back, back, ﬁll
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ghast
antique ghosts, for sure! spooked when hasty and grovelling. hazmat horror,
perfective frightening: tensive and a-tensive. ﬂabbered, too. bed archaic
wit, here. do not pee on the chesterﬁeld, do not spit into the wind. I’m
achuﬀed, four slurs! ahysterical much? do not fart sideways, do not. burp
indoors, do not. hiccups hug the larynx, fairly. shall one betroth a bit of
daunt? so crepit
lign
opposed to lienate / or at all avuncular. no pologies for French spelling.
migraine polka Wednesday. start the hand-job rehearsal, his doppelgänger
opts. true dat. this pathy menable to every moeba. ago, ago, anti dote
loof
plain weather-gauge; plainly Dutch. ship’s distance, spare penny in the
heel of her shoe. glut of anti-luft, with or without balloons, preferably
crimson. bridged take on nautical agency. this just in: two jobs and you’re
out. forswore and forsooth. so morously. hoofwards leads foolproof, and
zed-proof
noint
secretion-free secrations? bags and bags of oily rags. spersed smearing, from
medicalized aholes, vout-wipings. though only when peeling in public,
only when pointing to the uphill trail. torn and rippling sunder. one dweeb’s
partment, bedaub the wound, denervate the hand crank. bespeak!
plomb
to tender the plummet: asplash, averve, a fruit-shaped vogue. great, niﬁcant,
spot-on, and angled downward. wardward, with phlegm. leaning into
sangfroid, lumbering over then around, rounding the tumble, umbling,
blinginging. please, please yourself. shine for me. shiny blobs, mumba
lobs. one plum. afright, aramble, aplus. plus this
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propos
to the of: further jections. for toward and nearly, and gard. en passant,
byway digressives. pure cidents, bare uns, whole swack of posals. as art
deco brags, from geometric intrigues to sun-risen vices, so too
spirate
how you say beep’s favoured drawl, minus the original shins. don’t spire
the notion, beep the nation, port cods or frankfurts to single ports. sporting
bobbed apples. spit, alternating in and in. inbiased maternal ticulates. as in
hurry, as in hubba, as in puﬀ. the imagic tailed tale. a hem
sylum
negative seizure. sly lump, slippery radiance, sighs. attest attuned. oregano
dash, asplashed. benevolence showers the folk, in lore and in stitutions. a
B-heart-mineﬁeld. once-neutered bedlam leans into the clusive arms of
deckhands. old salt and newer tamarind. a spice of dash. a cool of hand. a
puppet of grandiose shuns. there, on the sly
trophied
not + fatten [+ ic]. rough size, bumpy pie. the unwell, impolite cries of
14th-century troupers. personal or senile. twas petual and cidental to notation. abate and reterminate. gold, brass, aluminum, slug paint. be wary, be
been. petuity clines unﬂower to tint, a philosopher’s grit. ﬁe!
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abdicate
from, to. forward, ex go away. or decide. who ate walnut pie. dick? jane
ate him back. hoodwinked lends motorcycle skills to the down-and-over.
be that support and claimant, or tractingly. do take. whyfore take thee?
butter melts into books. do not chew my cake. paper or micro? at last at
least at loans. still: no
duct
toward away. genderings that wander as tucked, as trading. then duck,
then mask, then rewind. too soon, too copious. then phone call. cruciatingly,
this troversy of force cunning, or limb axis, or forensic injury. neither wit,
nor proof of war, nope
hor
more like aversion than frost. bristle away, or have at it, or bore me via
this dearth of jests. countrymen bleed into hoop-skirted bounty. that slip
of the thumb. that besting by wool sleeves. anchor pronto, before you
caustic. now bring on the vivial shudders, the hospitable spines, plus
plenty of anti-
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jure
forswear but don’t swear. by your minions. by gazoots. a gown and a negate,
pudated. all’s in, when that one’s out. trained jurors doubt. eschew by
doubling up the cant. splay forward in vigorating municipal globules. duced
lative
by melting or rejuncture. blatant or cathartic purging. vaporizing via the
church, or surrounded by a sports dome. tennis, anyone? syntactical carrying: away, away! or blue-grey marine smears. a late martyr awaits storied
ransom. the soccer ball with his foot; in vinyl, too
olish
to grow to destroy. olé and polish and Polish and delish. oy, you want
cabbage root with that Indo-European? breviations for the faint-hearted.
unauthorized trajectory to a back alley in the one-city province. writeon and dis-permit. whom ditched who? grow up
omination
begin during Abbott’s Flatland. progress toward an object of. advance
several omens. riﬀ oﬀ ominable. develop an of. a greatly horred thing, a
thinged thing. favourite bogey of his bête noire father. art, or. a baton of
monks. ﬁned for loathing learners: as with humankind. a shame, a plague,
a trocity
scond
in the south: go south! frequently avoid a left jab to the side of the head, an
uppercut to the chin. O Nathema, you rascal! I second that. spurious and
spuriouser. take a powder, decamp and skedaddle, famously ebb and
wane. occasionally with condiment
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sence
to be, or. after the original, after scented pletes. betray the tear ducts, the
mauve-dark tunes, the corrugated séance. solve umpteen. but not by the
tips. true vision replays the foreplay. that said, where does down point?
what time pleads for second place?
solute
free and self-suﬃcient and true and perfectly. loosen your collar, hitch
up those slacks, retie one shoelace. forage amid word-ﬁelds, each a straight
line, each a straight line. no Mr. In-between in this song; the chorus
shouts ahead. maintain no sentential object, blink twice for maybe. solve
this puzzle
sorb
clutter notwithstanding. your bent cycle, through and through. nastier
than the dictionary. engaged fallout. forsook, and toothsome. commercially
ble and dual. clattering as if
stain
from avoiding from. to hold back. taken aback. taken from from. one drop
of cherry liqueur on his abjutting chin. strain and stress away. aways away.
pull into, keep for keepsakes, evade. more of a stained defrain. frained
stract
the world inside this plastic globe inside this side, in the inner. track my
words, mark my toes, lead with the left. suﬃciently black tie, but no trace
of the suﬃx. interact and teract. race to straight. or bent. or byways. a
thousand times, a hundred, a whole bunch, and then: then
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surd
can’t carry a tune to rest the mind. deﬁnitely not congruous. or ﬁnitely
stute. precede with a the; from the thinking ear, from the ﬂective hum. no
echo, no jingle, no crunch, no jangle. posterous, ragged, augural bliss. say
no more, no more
undant
wave-waving away. mittens galore and liberal woes. add damn, and damns.
bury rich bundles under lentless water. sleep the nap of the bothersome.
nathema to the blank page; previous painterly lobby; a set-up for the titled.
or less than. whistle with your left tear duct. echo with the right
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adaptable
too fitted, to modificate, to unequate herence; of being, becoming. sketch
out the ac/ad in acclimate, or in adspect. exactly for later – no ipods or
ijohns or iprimes. ap, ap, and away! actly – the close-up gathers lilies,
the pea pods assemble rhombus husks. pitiable A-frames lean into the
Chinook wind. the dairy hives. the blueable strapless. addash, adtribute,
adhandedly, damantly
hesive
laminate his followers, caps oﬀ! thirteen dentists abjure the lower gums,
guns away! away with away, or he’ll stitch postage onto heavy-metal aprons.
add and subtract ‘co-’ then deduct tract, but act fast. submissive, substantial,
subterranean, get away! now that steel-toed boots stamp pinafores, who’s
left to lick his squashed buﬀer? adieu
jacent
germanic yes, as well as our unrude keepsake. the slang glide into overs
and tones. adjoin lie to ent. then chortle, but with a hand key. aha koi. rich
and richer, piles topple piles. bluebs bejewel me. the exact opposite furthers
the winning side. run and runnor. write and writor. neverland blabber
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jective
not trippily nor bluely nor hungly nor norly. ventive and ventricle. syntax
swerves via mordant dyes. old-fashioned hat-tipping and ruby-crested
walking sticks and bowing from the knees. throw bones, pitch umlauts,
heave coverlets. after this slanting besure, end on the ﬁne, reﬁne the
deﬁning uptalk
journ
between yesterday and tomorrows. one more Hollywood scene on that
suspension bridge. gaﬀs so open, the biplane glides right through. buﬀalo
courts and podiums and car tunes and mustard gavels. place a diurnal
comma, then a comma. legislated journey into joint mythology. half the
bees then the knees. halt Lucifer’s interns. groom darlings to mulgate, to
shelve, to divvy the ledge
junct
qualifying but not essentially. or self-luded. several times, several
sectioneds, several tinctures, just not punctuation. circummed toward
verb-hooks. because the tinted service trance open just as the maryjane
mained vulnerable. mal-justed crikey, already! see: dismirable
a faucet itself ﬁnes luxury. thuh asteroid chips. funny how health scripts
the aforesaid, and then the forementioned. adroit sourcefulness? the gist
plays on. the mirage, the miracle, the mean. sweep past the rabble, mire in
the mortal. ava mural, the 15th century swoops on, laundry pulley and all
monish
scalding lip service vites a dipping sibilance. thus. why dress as a lady
when umbrellas will do? the silver slate slides sideways. can’t you just;
don’t; be have! toward ad vises! forward-facing hints: meringue underbelly,
fast surﬁng, warmer bets. lecture against milder squalors. don’t be ware
what’s ahead
13
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olescent
adnourished. herald and then clare. go back to nourish. herald and then
clare. imburse the sultan. wide-brim hats mind to buckle onstage. less as
the sun’s scent. buoys ply and turn. many a many idol in the backseat. but
how many gulls?
ore
not that jar! formally, and very highlyly. adumped and adaptionated. send
the clowns to uppity school, piss on ants, slip-slide the ads this way and
that day. don’t reach, but stretch credulity into the mission; admit it. admire
ire. asking for dears – but which sister? O the honey of sweet cones! thou
yields. play nice, play by the rules, play by ear, play the ﬁelds. if ever
ulation
tail-wheedling. plus horsehair. your fondness for vintage dvds out-wags
my lipstick talisman. organic but not always animate. clockwork in the
uvula. Canada’s poet laureate walks his ferret. smooth taliation for a buck.
don’t always early; unclearly dulterate those orange yolks
ult
choative dolescence. spective stock in the western world. not a dolt. nor
yet dull femurs. supply the left-handed turns. his descending son. front of
the frontseat. a chebab and a pachuco don’t walk into the bar. but how
many gullets?
versity
hostile front facing. calamitous wringer. our curdled nadir. their pumpkin
curse. my six-pack sorrow. his festival knuckle. your tributary tinkle. her
helmet hand. behold, your clarinet cannoli goalkeeper! even a fool, yes
even poets rush in
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vertise
good vice for the forlorn. quate this amanting diamond with a likely lance.
a lace advocation. a dication toward vanquishing chess piece. why? because
waning greens: writer, homeowner, banks. no to foster, to threaten, to
touch your toes and then your nose. the public known. the veritable buyline in Brussels sprout. now puﬀ
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autocrat
to beeline from mine to yourn. herently correct. pressive, from kingdom.
bypass the amuse-bouche cravings, oughta matically. his author, despotted.
bitty and jointed, dangered by pluttiﬁcations. care not who treads or
rethreads. booked deals unclaim somnia. promise, don’t miss. more candiclandi quatrains at the astrid surkus
mation
formerly the quality of classic ism; animated coining. but seriously. motor
and harder, robustly into a saloon. waiver before you estimate. begone,
mis-strued clusion! bionically stated twentieth-century fjord. feed the
pirate, swallow the lawn gnomes. by hook or by prentice. hand linchpin,
handed tropiary
maton
the folded golem, idiomatic of rest or repose. posed thus, we shape and
shake. blame omvoluntary thinking, beseech voluntary philosophy. especially those liberations. all he heard was ‘train station.’ not a bad ﬁrst pull
of whisky to hide side playing cards; play side-’n’-seek. leave structured
trivances to those fessionals who speak with an iron-pleated tongue. with
or without lingual mastication. ﬂow with the go
16
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nomy
nominal rules, pronominal mayors. always allow the nuns of re and intro.
spect no more. yes, you let me. a homicide of kay-o-tees plus a merit of kayoots [see cartoon insert]. extra, no less. has been granted, all for one. for
one. don’t pensity, cuz there’s room for more brainy gore (or none)
psy
pulsively clinical self-sight. optic demise as post-ex and post-auto, but nary
an ante. the con of sciousness, the toe of dropsy. tap water sprinkles onto
loose skin, delves into vealed pores, slices through cuts. also ﬁgures the
extent of changes. likewise: bay at the moon, strike twice for tuitous translations, ever failing this ultimate exam. an unlearning
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behaviour
verbed possessions. stuﬀed bears and glossy marbles. always vent before
noon. valor before valour. duct yourself to the cumstance. in a Vancouver
downpour: the National as band, not news. surf wander after electrons, but
in Grade 7, atoms stay put. vie for antibiotical vivisequencing. adhere and
adhold. essay clingwards and daze juggling. sequinsing genes, behemming
hest
more promise than command. bespeak the knack. ever more. as in: behight,
no rogue. extra turmeric and repeat the quest. befriendly treaty, unsuss the
pre-colonial, boxed on all sidles, like a blue-blood test. ungrudged an English
daisy or locomotion carrot. select a language, betake a number, please
holden
way past the vective ﬁnishing lineation / I’m telling ya! benign holdings.
belated cigars and chessboard burrows. caw such as gratitude, ﬁeld more
in the credit card family. what doesn’t rhyme with moral aspect. does
rhyme with bebolden deprived of its suﬀ[ ]. just give me a minute to free
that mockingbird
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queath
utter and quoth, via at on to or for. just barely bi. your query my quest?
beneath but not underqueath. can deliver any melon bequired, really. one
quince and a handful of quinoa, legally bespoken. when my breath seizes,
every disposable will see or hear that buzzing ﬂy. smirch that dash of
poetry, behalved to you. the exhaled word
reaved
particled snatch and plunder. smears former loved ones, then latter environs.
be valid. done to, yet spirit of your deity. deﬁne as: lated bejoicing. much
leaguered. a right angle and a left triangle. bespoiling for a match does
taminate the waning. a dollop and a torrent. yesterday’s full moon blends
fever with today’s orphans. today’s peppermint deluge. reft, even
seech
stop with, then gerrymander. a beetle, a leech, an ick. two winds from the
north. some seechers seechingly scuttle. but why? how is not the time. I’m
certain to questingly marry. deny the odds, play the rhythm & blues. saxophone, with an accent. besought to behinder, but not beseemly. sermons
and Shakespeare: rummaged brethren, just a pint-sized dragon. speech
eech to beep
sotted
to stupefy with drink [in/ex: love]. past tense but not before. ginger root
then grapes then mango pulp then eluctable peels. on the ground or hanging, the joke’s bounded. guiled and fatuated at the ﬁrst espy. my heart beats
sotto voce, in tandem and tentionally. how’s that for a California tangerine?
the paragraph break tosses me aside. the sides of the photo melt inwards.
tween and twixt betrothings. witched. each billet-doux an acouplet, esp
with his be-blotted eyes. think: bloodshotted
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